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ABSTRACT
PERFORMANCE BENCHMARKING OF CELLULAR NETWORK
OPERATORS IN TURKEY

Kadıoglu, Rana
M.S., Electrical & Electronic Engineering Department
Supervisor: Assoc.Prof.Dr. Ali Kara
Oct 2010, 89 pages

This thesis is prepared for assessing and benchmarking network operators‘
service quality on the basis of QoS. In order to make comparisons between mobile
operators‘ service quality, appropriate performance indicators are identified.
Performance is evaluated by key performance indicators. Performance indicators are
obtained by vehicle test method on a specified route for each operator to be
compared. One of the most important indicators, voice quality benchmarking is
performed by χ² and Fisher test. These statistical methods for benchmarking are
explained and results are discussed.

Keywords: Quality of service, Key performance indicator, Performance
evaluation,GSM, UMTS
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ÖZ

TÜRKİYE’DEKİ HÜCRESEL AĞ OPERATÖRLERİN PERFORMANS
KIYASLANMASI
Kadıoglu, Rana
Yüksek Lisans, Elektrik & Elektronik Mühendisliği Bölümü
Tez Yöneticisi: Doç. Dr. Ali Kara
Ekim 2010, 89 sayfa

Bu çalışma operatörlerin ağ servis performansının, servis kalitesi açısından
değerlendirilmesi ve diğer bir operatör ile kıyaslanması üzerine hazırlanmıştır. Mobil
operatörlerin servis kalitesinin kıyaslanması için uygun performans göstergeleri
belirlenmiştir.Performans değerlendirilmesi anahtar performans indikatörleri ile
yapılmaktadır. Performans indikatörleri her bir kıyaslanacak operatör için belirlenen
bir güzergahtan araçlı test metodu ile toplanarak elde edilmiştir. İndikatörlerin en
önemlilerinden biri olan ses kalitesinin kıyaslanması için χ² ve Fisher test
istatistiksel kıyaslama yöntemi anlatılmış ve sonuçları tartışılmıştır.

Anahtar Kelimeler: Servis kalitesi, Anahtar performans indikatörü, performans
değerlendirme, GSM, UMTS
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Network performance and QoS assessment are very significant for mobile operators
because customer satisfaction is directly dependent on the quality and the
performance of the mobile operator‘s network [1]. Hence observation and
optimization of the network quality and performance are necessary in order to meet
increasing customer demands. Being aware of this significance, network providers
observe performance and quality parameters on a regular basis. Radio Frequency
Network Optimization (RNO) engineers make efforts to increase the quality and
capacity of the current network, and to develop new services to meet customer
demands. Moreover engineers ensure that the Key Performance Indicator (KPI)
values are in specified threshold values and provide the QoS criteria required by both
the competent authorities and customers, and they compare the performance of their
competitors with the one‘s as well. Furthermore, all GSM providers use KPIs to
judge network performance and evaluate QoS [2].

Drive testing to gather networking benchmarking data is the only way mobile
network operators can collect accurate competitive data on the true level of their own
and their competitor‘s technical performance and quality levels [3].

Data collecting based on drive test is essential method to evaluate service quality and
to assess the performance of network [4]. This method provides measurement and
information of the network which can be used to optimize the network performance
and improve network quality. Also these measurements can be used for growth and
development of the network operators. Especially, network operators benefit from
these measurements on a specified geographical area. Network operator‘s use drive
test results for assessing their own performance as well as for comparing it with that
of their competitors.
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Moreover, network operators use these specified data for optimisation, development
and growth and also for providing Quality of Service (QoS).

1.1 Scope of the Thesis
The main motivation in this thesis is to describe how to obtain and analyse data from
field by drive test [3] about some key performance indicators (KPI), which are call
set up success rate, (CSSR), drop call rate (DCR), RX level and voice quality for
circuit switched and packet switched (PS) attach success rate, PS attach setup time,
Packet data protocol (PDP) content activation success rate, PDP content PS service
access rate, PS service session success rate, PS file transfer protocol (FTP) data
throughput downlink (DL) for packet switched . Additionally, it is aimed to explain
the methods for making comparisons between the network operators according to
KPIs. It is mentioned about the calculations and customer surveys which are used to
make these comparisons. Also, some details about the voice quality, which is the one
of the network performance indicators, are given and how to use Chi-square and
Fisher exact tests [4] for benchmarking is explained.

Prior to results, it is mentioned about the development of cellular systems starting
from the First Generation up to now, the architecture and services of Second
Generation (2G) and Third Generation (3G) systems in details.

Furthermore, QoS concept, four view point of QoS, QoS factors, and KPIs to identify
QoS are described in thesis.

1.2 Organization of the Thesis
In Chapter 2, the history and the development of cellular systems form 1G to 3G and
the systems as main milestones of networks are presented. The network equipments
of GSM, GPRS and UMTS, their relationships and their usage areas are explained
briefly. Lastly, the services in these cellular systems are described.
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The definition and concept of QoS, together with its parameters and factors are given
in details in Chapter 3. Four viewpoints of QoS are described as well.

In Chapter 4, key performance indicators used in this thesis are explained one-byone. Performance indicators‘ values obtained by Drive test technique form the field,
the derivation of these values to a single value by some mathematical calculations
and the benchmarking procedure using these values can be found in Chapter 4.
Moreover, the benchmarking of voice quality, the most important performance
indicators, using statistical techniques and real field data obtained from operators‘
samples are described. Fisher exact test and Chi-square test, which are given in
details, are applied for benchmarking.

The last chapter concludes and gives reasons for not using some statistical methods.
Also, it mentions about what can be done for further research.
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CHAPTER 2
ARCHITECTURE AND APPLICATIONS OF SECOND (2G) &
THIRD GENERATION (3G) CELLULAR SYSTEMS
First Generation (1G) cellular networks used analogue FM and circuit switching. In
spite of its disadvantages like low voice capacity, unstable quality, limited roaming,
and bulky & expensive handsets with limited battery life, the adoption of digital
transmission technology was necessary for the rapid increase of voice subscribers.

On the other hand, with Second Generation (2G) networks,
 Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA)-based Global System for Mobile
communications (GSM),
 Personal Digital Communication (PDC),
 IS-54, and Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) based IS-95,
 rapid expansion of voice subscribers,
 some data services,
 short message service (SMS).

Generally, 2G were introduced. 2G digital technologies were characterised by
advanced coding and modulation, offering greater voice capacity and quality, and
supporting digital control channels. Subscribers expanded worldwide together with
roaming owing to more robust and secure signals, smaller and lower-power handsets.
Although 2G technology had limited data capabilities, it signified that a next
generation of cellular networks should concentrate on even greater capacity, high
speed data, and more reliable packet switching.
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The next generation, 3G networks encompassing three forms of CDMA–
CDMA2000;
 1X and Evolution Data Optimized (EV-DO),
 Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA), also called UMTS
and 3GSM,
 Time Division Synchronous CDMA (TD-SCDMA).
Broadband mobile communications are supported directly to laptops by means of
both plug-in cards and integral modems. Now, a wide variety of powerful handsets is
available, which support many services like music, streamed and stored video,
multiplayer games, multiparty instant messaging, and location-based services [5,6].

This chapter introduces the historical background of mobile cellular communication
systems. The developments of GSM and UMTS are also analyzed in this section
according to generations as 1G, 2G, 2.5G and 3G. The architecture and services of
all generations are analyzed through examples.

2.1 Generations of Cellular Communication Systems
The first-generation standards were available in networks since 1981, provided
service to approximately 49 million customers worldwide at the end of 1994. The
analogue cellular deployment (1G) has been characterized by the available bands
(450, 800 or 900 MHz) and various standards leading to poor economics of scale and
limited national and international roaming capabilities [2-7,8]. Many of these
systems were the only source from manufacturers with proprietary interfaces;
therefore they were preventing between cost reduction and economics scale of use.
The main motivation for digital or second-generation standards was to achieve
efficient use of the available spectrum and introduce new (non-voice) features and
more spectrally efficient systems. By the end of 1994, five million customers were
using these digital systems, more than 90% of which were using the GSM family
[9,10].

There were different reasons for the transition from analogue to digital technology.
One of main cause; cellular systems has been grown extremely. Main problem
5

analogue systems were not possible to fulfil this increasing demand. To overcome
this problem, new frequency bands and new technologies were suggested. One of the
concepts was that their 1G, 2G and 3G systems would be independent, and that their
use would overlap such that the total access communications system (TACS) would
slowly be replaced by GSM, which in turn would be slowly phased out for the
universal mobile telecommunications system (UMTS) as 3G.

But 3G systems arrived late, and some engineers suggested that 2.5G system could
be between 2G and 3G system implemented [10,11,12].

The ITU-R Task Group 8/1 (TG8/1) Committee rejected the unwieldy Future Public
Land Mobile Telecommunications System (FPLMTS) name for its 3G system, and
changed it with international mobile telecommunications for the year 2000,
International Mobile Telecommunication (IMT-2000). Instead of the difficult
political objective of a single standard, it has chosen a family of standards. It was
required from each member of the family to meet a minimum specification.
Therefore, sixteen proposals were accepted, ten for terrestrial 3G networks, and six
for Multimedia Messaging Services (MSS). The majority of the proposals supported
CDMA as the multiple access method. This is essentially a particular manifestation
of GSM Phase 2+, known as EDGE, standing for Enhanced Data Rates for GSM
Evolution. [13,14]

Data support over first-generation (1G) wireless networks started with Advanced
Mobile Phone System (AMPS), circuit-switched data communications, as shown in
the graph in Figure 2.1
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Figure 2.1 Evaluation of cellular communication systems [5]
Cellular Digital Packet Data (CDPD), with data rates up to 19.2 Kbps, as shown in
the graph in Figure 2.2 CDPD works with AMPS networks and was initially
designed for short intermittent transactions, such as credit card verification, e-mail,
and fleet dispatch services. In 2G wireless networks, SMS services became the
deployed architecture of choice. It uses the existing infrastructure of 2G wireless
networks, with the addition of the message centre component. 2G also introduced
asynchronous data and facsimile services over the air interfaces, with initial data
rates of up to 14.4 Kbps. This enables users to fax and have dial-up access to an
Internet Services Provider (ISP) account, corporate account, and the like similar
services [10,11].
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Figure 2.2 The timeline for packet-switched data [5]
Packet data technology, including GPRS and packet data support in Code Division
Multiple Access (CDMA) accelerated in 2G and then on to 2.5G networks. Data
rates for the packet switching currently range from 9.6 to 19.2 Kbps. In the future of
2G, data rates are expected to reach up to 115 Kbps. Moreover, 3G, when it happens,
will support data rates of 384 Kbps to 2 Mbps. Multimedia and high-speed Internet
access will be the expected normalized data access applications [9,15].

To enhance the current data capabilities of GSM, operators and infrastructure
providers have specified new extensions to GSM Phase II, as shown in Figure 2.3, to
provide,
 High-Speed Circuit-Switched Data (HSCSD) by using several circuit
channels
 GPRS to provide packet radio access to external packet data networks (such
as X.25 or Internet)
 Enhanced Data rate for GSM Evolution (EDGE) using a new modulation
scheme to provide up to three times higher throughput (for HSCSD and
GPRS)
 Universal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS), a new wireless
technology using new infrastructure deployment
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These extensions enable,
 Higher data throughput (means successfully transmitted data rate is higher).
 Better spectral efficiency (thus information that is transmitted over a given
bandwidth ratio is better).
 Lower call setup times (means the time required to make a call between users
is lower).

The way to implement GPRS is to add new packet data nodes in GSM/TDMA
networks and upgrade existing nodes to provide a routing [9, 16].

Figure 2.3 Extensions of GSM Phase II [16]
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2.2 Global Systems for Mobile Communications (GSM)
In the early 1980s, analog cellular telephone systems expanded across Europe.
However, as each country developed its own system, interoperability across borders
became a limiting factor.

In 1982, the Conference of European Post and Telecommunications (CEPT), an
association of telephone and telegraph operators in Europe, established a working
group to develop a new public land mobile system to span the continent [8]. Because
their working language was French, the group was called the Groupe Speciale
Mobile (GSM).

Table 2.1 shows many of the important events in the rollout of the GSM system;
other events with less significant impact were also introduced.

Year
1982
1985
1986

Table 2.1 Major Developments in GSM [12]
Development
CEPT establishes a GSM group in order to develop the standards for
a pan- European cellular mobile system.
A list of recommendations to be generated by the group is accepted.
Field tests are performed to test the different radio techniques
proposed for the air interface
Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) is chosen as access method

1987

(with Frequency Division Multiple Access [FDMA]). The initial
Memorandum

of

Understanding

(MoU)

is

signed

by

telecommunication operators representing 12 countries.
1988

GSM system is validated.
The responsibility of the GSM specifications is passed to the

1989

European
Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI).

1990

Phase 1 of the GSM specifications is delivered.
10

1991

Commercial launch of the GSM service occurs.
The addition of the countries that signed the GSM Memorandum of

1992

Understanding
takes place. Coverage spreads to larger cities and airports.

1993
1995

1996

Coverage of main roads GSM services starts outside Europe.
Phase II of the GSM specifications occurs. Coverage is extended to
rural areas
First GSM networks in Russia and China go live. Number of GSM
subscribers hits 50 million.

1997

First tri-band handsets launched.

1998

Number of GSM subscribers worldwide over 100 million.

1999

WAP trials begin in France and Italy.

2000

2001

First commercial GPRS services launched. First GPRS handsets
enter the market. Five billion SMS messages sent in one month.
First 3GSM (W-CDMA) network goes live. Number of GSM
subscribers exceed 500 million worldwide.
First EDGE networks go live. Membership of GSM Association

2003

breaks through 200-country barrier. Over half a billion handsets
produced in a year.

2008

GSM surpasses three billion customer threshold.

The GSM group suggested the following criteria for the new mobile wireless system:
 good speech quality
 low cost for terminals and service
 international roaming
 handheld terminals
 support for introduction of new services
 spectral efficiency
 compatibility with Integrated Digital Services Network (ISDN)

In 1989, the responsibility for GSM development was passed on to the European
Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI), and phase 1 of the GSM
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specification was published in 1990. The first commercial service was launched in
1991. When the official language of the GSM group changed from French to
English, GSM was changed from Groupe Speciale Mobile to Global System for
Mobile Communications [17,18].
In 1994, phase 2 data/fax services were launched, and in 1995, the GSM phase 2
standards were completed. Also, the first GSM services in the United States were
launched.

GSM uses a combination of both the time division multiple access (TDMA) and
frequency division multiple access (FDMA) technologies so that, more channels of
communications are available, and all channels are digital. The GSM service is
available in four frequency bands:
 450-MHz Upgrade of older analog cellular systems in Scandinavia
 900-MHz Original band used everywhere except North America and most of
South America
 1800-MHz New band to increase capacity and competition used everywhere
except North America and most of South America
 1900-MHz Personal communications service band used in North America
and much of South America

The higher is the frequency bands, the higher is the capacity and the subscriber
densities [9,15,18].

As the roaming agreements established between the various GSM operators
worldwide, GSM service is unique for international roaming.
2-3
2.2.1 GSM Technology Differentiator
Subscriber identity module (SIM), the smart card, is one of the advantages of GSM.
The smart card contains a computer chip and some non-volatile memory and is
inserted into a slot in the base of the mobile handset.
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The memory on the smart card holds information about the subscriber that enables a
wireless network to provide subscriber services. The information includes:
 The subscriber‘s identity number
 The telephone number
 The original network to which the subscriber is subscribed

A smart card can be moved from one handset to another. A handset reads the
information of the smart card and transmits it to the network.

2.2.2 GSM Network Elements
A GSM network consists of the following network components:
 Mobile station (MS)
 Base transceiver station (BTS)
 Base station controller (BSC)
 Base station subsystem (BSS)
 Mobile switching center (MSC)
 Authentication center (AuC)
 Home location register (HLR)
 Visitor location register (VLR)

Figure 2.4 shows a GSM network and the network elements it contains.
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MSC

Figure 2.4 GSM Network Elements
2.2.2.1 Mobile Station

The mobile station (MS) is the starting point of a mobile wireless network. The MS
can contain the following components:
 Mobile terminal (MT): GSM cellular handset
 Terminal equipment (TE): PC or personal digital assistant (PDA)

The MS can be two interconnected physical devices (MT and TE) with a point-topoint interface or a single device with both functions integrated.
By inserting the SIM card into another GSM terminal, the user is able to receive calls
at that terminal, make calls from that terminal, and receive other subscribed services.

2.2.2.2 Base Transceiver Station
When a subscriber uses the MS to make a call in the network, the MS transmits the
call request to the BTS. The BTS includes all the radio equipment (i.e., antennas,
signal processing devices, and amplifiers) necessary for radio transmission within a
14

geographical area called a cell. The BTS is responsible for establishing the link to the
MS and for modulating and demodulating radio signals between the MS and the BTS
[10,13,19].

2.2.2.3 Base Station Controller
BSC is the controlling component of the radio network, and it manages the BTSs.
The BSC reserves radio frequencies for communications and handles the handoff
between BTSs when an MS roams from one cell to another. The BSC is responsible
for paging the MS for incoming calls.

2.2.2.4 Base Station Subsystem
A GSM network is contained of many base station subsystems (BSSs), each
controlled by a BSC. The BSS performs the necessary functions for monitoring radio
connections to the MS, coding and decoding voice, and rate adaptation to and from
the wireless network. A BSS can contain several BTSs. The BTS assumes all layer 1
functions in communications between the network and the mobile station. These
include, amongst others, channel coding, interleaving, ciphering, and burst
generating [10,15]. Other functions include Gaussian minimum shift keying (GMSK)
modulation and demodulation, which are carried out by the base station. Although a
BTS is concerned with transmission and reception over the radio interface, it plays
only a minor role in the way the radio resources are circulated to the different MSs.
Instead, the management of the radio interface is performed by a BSC.

2.2.2.5 Mobile Switching Center
The mobile switching center (MSC) is a digital ISDN switch that sets up connections
to other MSCs and to the BSCs. The MSCs form the wired backbone of a GSM
network and can switch calls to the public switched telecommunications network
(PSTN). An MSC can connect to a large number of BSCs.
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2.2.2.6 Equipment Identity Register
The equipment identity register (EIR) is a database that stores the international
mobile equipment identities (IMEIs) of all the mobile stations in the network. The
IMEI is an equipment identifier assigned by the manufacturer of the mobile station.
The EIR provides security features such as blocking calls from handsets that have
been stolen.

2.2.2.7 Home Location Register
The home location register (HLR) is the central database for all users to register to
the GSM network. It stores static information about the subscribers such as the
international mobile subscriber identity (IMSI), subscribed services, and a key for
authenticating the subscriber. The HLR also stores dynamic subscriber information
for example the current location of the mobile subscriber.

2.2.2.8 Authentication Center
Associated with the HLR is the authentication center (AuC); this database contains
the algorithms for authenticating subscribers and the necessary keys for encryption to
safeguard the user input for authentication.

2.2.2.9 Visitor Location Register
The visitor location register (VLR) is a distributed database that temporarily stores
information about the mobile stations that are active in the geographic area for which
the VLR is responsible. A VLR is associated with each MSC in the network. When a
new subscriber roams into a location area, the VLR is responsible for copying
subscriber information from the HLR to its local database. This relationship between
the VLR and HLR avoids frequent HLR database updates and long distance
signaling of the user information, allowing faster access to subscriber information.
The HLR, VLR, and AuC comprise the management databases that support roaming
(including international roaming) in the GSM network [9,18]. These databases
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authenticate calls while GSM subscribers roam between the private network and the
public land mobile network (PLMN). The types of information they store include
subscriber identities, current location area, and subscription levels.

2.2.2.10 Network and Switching Subsystem
The network and switching subsystem (NSS) is the heart of the GSM system. It
connects the wireless network to the standard wired network. It is responsible for the
handoff1 of calls from one BSS to another and performs services such as charging,
accounting, and roaming.

2.2.3 GSM Data Services
GSM networks control both voice and data traffic requirements of the mobile
communication by supplying two modes of operation:
 Circuit switched (high-speed circuit switched data)
 Packet switched (PS)

Circuit switching enables the customer all the way to the destination with a channel.
The customer uses exclusively of the circuit during the call, and is charged for the
duration of the call. With packet switching, the operator assigns one or more
dedicated channels specifically for shared use. These channels are up and running 24
hours a day, and to transfer data, a channel has to be accessed so that data is
transmitted. Packet switching is more efficient than circuit switching. The standard
data rate of a GSM channel is 22.8 Kbps for PS.

2.3 General Packet Radio System (GPRS)
In the 1990s, the existing GSM network was planned to be improved by 3G network.
A mixed voice and data system, which can share some of the network elements that
were to be set up for 3G purposes, were planned to be developed [9,16].
1

Handoff is the switching of an ongaoing call to different channel or cell.
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Therefore, GPRS for GSM is designed. It was intended to benefit from the existing
infrastructure as much as possible. Related to that, it is called 2,5 G which is a
passage between 2G and 3G. The GPRS affected at different levels and network
elements, but it was unable to change air interface.

The existing GSM architecture is improved by new network elements. A system
based on packet-switched technology is created. The new elements that reuse the air
interface layer (BTSs) and some of the units in the core network are practically a
parallel transport network for the packet information.

The GPRS supplies packet radio access for GSM and TDMA users. Besides
providing new services for today's mobile user, GPRS is important as a migration
step toward 3G networks. It permits network operators to implement an IP-based
core architecture for data applications, which will continue to be used and developed
for 3G services for integrated voice and data applications. [9,20,21]. The ETSI and
the European Counterpart of the American National Standard Institute (ANSI),
writes the GPRS specifications.

The GPRS is the first step toward an end-to-end wireless infrastructure and has the
following goals and benefits:
 Open architecture
 Consistent IP services, Always on, reducing the time spent setting up and
taking down connections
 Same infrastructure for different air interfaces, covers on the existing GSM
network to provide high-speed data service.
 Integrated telephony and Internet infrastructure, Designed to support
applications such as e-mail, broadcast services, and web browsing
 Leverage industry investment in IP
 Service innovation independent of infrastructure
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2.3.1 GPRS Applications
The GPRS allows a variety of new and unique services to the mobile wireless
subscriber. These mobile services have exclusive as the following [9,21,22]:

Mobility: The ability to maintain constant voice and data communications while on
the move.

Immediacy: Allows subscribers to obtain connectivity when needed, regardless of
location and without a lengthy login session.

Localization: Allows subscribers to obtain information relevant to their current
location

The combination of these characteristics provides a wide spectrum of possible
applications that can be offered to mobile subscribers.

2.3.2 GPRS Architecture
GPRS is a data network that overlays a second-generation GSM network. This data
overlay network allows packet data transport at rates from 9.6 to 171 Kbps.
Moreover, multiple users can share the same air-interface resources simultaneously.
GPRS use GSM network elements, but GPRS need additional network elements,
interfaces, and protocols for handling packet traffic. For that reason, GPRS requires
correction to numerous network elements as summarized in Table 2.2 and shown in
Figure 2.5
2-11
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Figure 2.5 GPRS Reference Architecture [16]
 Gb—Interface between SGSN and BSS
 Gc—Interface between GGSN and HLR
 Gn—Interface between two GSN nodes
 Gr—Interface between SGSN and HLR
 Gs—Interface between SGSN and the MSC/VLR
 Gf—Interface between SGSN and EIR
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Table 2.2 GPRS Network Elements [16]
GSM Network Element

Modification or Upgrade for GPRS

Terminal Equipment

New terminal equipment is required to access GPRS
services.

BTS

A software upgrade is required in the existing base
transceiver site.

BSC

The base station controller (BSC) requires a software
upgrade and the installation of new hardware called the
packet control unit (PCU). The PCU directs the data
traffic to the GPRS network and can be a separate
hardware element associated with the BSC.

GPRS Support Nodes (GSNs)

The deployment of GPRS requires the installation of new
core network elements called the serving GPRS support
node (SGSN) and gateway GPRS support node (GGSN)

Databases (HLR, VLR, etc.)

All the databases involved in the network will require
software upgrades to handle the new call modes and
functions introduced by GPRS

2.3.2.1 GPRS Subscriber Terminals
Since existing GSM phones could not cope with the packet data, new terminals are
needed. A range of terminals can exist, consisting of a high-speed version of current
phones to support high-speed data access, a new PDA device with an embedded
GSM phone, and PC cards for laptop computers.

2.3.2.2 GPRS Base Station Subsystem (BSS)
BSS contains 2 parts which called BTS and BSC. Their function is explained as
Table 2.2.

When either voice or data traffic is originated at the subscriber terminal, it is
transported over the air interface to the BTS, and from the BTS to the BSC in the
same way as a standard GSM call. However, at the output of the BSC, the traffic is
separated; voice is sent to the MSC per standard GSM, and data is sent to a new
device called the Serving GPRS Support Node (SGSN) via the PCU over a Frame
Relay interface [16].
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2.3.2.3 GPRS Support Nodes
In the core network, the existing MSCs are based on circuit-switched central-office
technology and cannot handle packet traffic. Two new components, called GPRS
support nodes (GSNs), are added:

Serving GPRS support node (SGSN)
Gateway GPRS support node (GGSN)

2.3.2.4 Serving GPRS Support Node
The SGSN delivers packets to MSs within its service area. SGSNs send queries to
HLRs to get profile data of GPRS subscribers. The SGSN performs mobility
management functions such as handing off a roaming subscriber from the equipment
in one cell to the equipment in another. The SGSN is connected to the base station
subsystem through a Frame Relay connection to the PCU in the BSC [15,16].

2.3.2.5 Gateway GPRS Support Node
GGSNs are used as interfaces to external IP networks such as the public internet,
other mobile service providers' GPRS services, or enterprise intranets. GGSNs
maintain routing information that is necessary to tunnel the protocol data units
(PDUs) to the SGSNs that service particular MSs [21]. Other functions include
network and subscriber screening and address mapping. One or more GGSNs can be
provided to support multiple SGSNs. More detailed descriptions of the SGSN and
GGSN are provided in a later section [16].
2-13
2.4 Universal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS)
The Universal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS) is a 3G mobile
communications system that offers a range of broadband services to the world of
wireless and mobile communications. The UMTS brings low-cost, mobile
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communications at data rates of up to 2 Mbps. It keeps the global roaming capability
of second generation GSM/GPRS networks and offers new enhanced capabilities.
The UMTS is designed to send pictures, graphics, video communications, and other
multimedia information, as well as voice and data, to mobile wireless subscribers.
The UMTS takes a phased approach toward an all-IP network by extending 2G
GSM/GPRS networks and using Wide band CDMA technology.

Handover capability between the UMTS and GSM is supported. The GPRS is the
convergence point between the 2G technologies and the packet-switched domain of
the 3G UMTS.

2.4.1 UMTS Services
The UMTS provides support for both voice and data services. The following data
rates are targets for UMTS:
 144 Kbps satellite and rural outdoor
 384 Kbps urban outdoor
 2048 kbp indoor and low range outdoor

The UMTS supports the following service categories and applications:
 Internet access Messaging, video and music download, voice and video over
IP,
 Intranet access Enterprise application such as e-mail, mobile sales,
conferencing and video telephony.
 Customized information such as distance education,
 Entertainment information, photo, video and music download.
 Multimedia messaging SMS extensions for images, video, and music,
document transfer.
 Location-based services Yellow pages, mobile commerce, navigational
service, trading.
2-29
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2.4.2 UMTS Architecture
UMTS architecture is incorporated three major categories of network elements:
 GSM core network elements: MSC, VLR, HLR, AuC, and EIR
 GPRS network elements: SGSN and GGSN
 UMTS-specific network elements: User equipment (UE) and UMTS
terrestrial radio access network (UTRAN) elements

The UMTS core network is based on the GSM/GPRS network topology. It provides
the switching, routing, transport, and database functions for user traffic. This core
network includes circuit-switched elements such as the MSC, VLR, and gateway
MSC (GMSC) together with the packet-switched elements SGSN and GGSN. The
EIR, HLR, and AuC support both circuit- and packet-switched data.

The Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) is the data transmission method used
within the UMTS core network. ATM Adaptation Layer type 2 (AAL2) handles
circuit-switched connections. Packet connection protocol ATM Adaptation Layer
type 5 (AAL5) is used for data delivery.

The UMTS architecture is shown in Figure 2.6
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Figure 2.6 UMTS Architecture [22]
 Uu interface—User equipment to Node B
 Iu interface—RNC to GSM/GPRS
–

Iu-CS—Interface for circuit-switched data

–

Iu-PS—Interface for packet-switched data

 Iub interface—RNC to Node B interface
 Iur interface—RNC to RNC interface

The GPRS facilitates the transition from GSM networks to 3G UMTS networks. It
supplements GSM networks by enabling packet switching and allowing direct access
to external packet data networks (PDNs) [22]. Data transmission rates above the 64
Kbps limit of ISDN are a requirement for the enhanced services supported by UMTS
networks. The GPRS optimizes the core network for the transition to higher data
rates. Therefore, the GPRS is a prerequisite for the introduction of the UMTS.
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2.4.3 UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network
The main difference between GSM/GPRS networks and UMTS networks lies in the
air interface transmission. TDMA and FDMA are used in GSM/GPRS networks. The
air interface access method for UMTS networks WCDMA, which has two basic
modes of operation: frequency division duplex (FDD) and time division duplex
(TDD). This new air interface access method requires a new radio access network
(RAN) called the UTMS terrestrial RAN (UTRAN). The core network necessitates
minor changes to accommodate the UTRAN. Two new network elements are
introduced in the UTRAN: the radio network controller (RNC) and Node B. The
UTRAN contains multiple radio network systems (RNSs), and each RNS is
controlled by an RNC. The RNC connects to one or more Node B elements. Each
Node B can provide service to multiple cells.

The RNC in UMTS networks provides functions similar to the BSC functions in
GSM/GPRS networks. In addition, Node B in UMTS networks is equivalent to the
BTS in GSM/GPRS networks. Thus, the UMTS develops existing GSM and GPRS
networks, protecting the investment of mobile wireless operators.
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The network elements of the UTRAN are shown in Figure 2.7
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Figure 2.7 UTRAN Architecture [22]

2.4.3.1 Radio Network Controller
The radio network controller (RNC) operates functions that are equivalent to the
BSC functions in GSM/GPRS networks. With the RNC, it is possible to have a
centralized control of the Node B elements in its covering area. It handles protocol
exchanges between UTRAN interfaces. Also, the RNC provides centralized
operation and maintenance of the RNS including access to an operations support
system (OSS). It uses the Iur interface. There is no equivalent to manage radio
resources in GSM/GPRS networks. In GSM/GPRS networks, radio resource
management is performed in the core network. In UMTS networks, this function is
distributed to the RNC, freeing the core network for other functions. A single serving
RNC manages serving control functions such as connection to the UE, congestion 2
control, and handover procedures.

2

In any network when there is too much the data traffic at a node that the network slows down or
starts loosing data, it is known as network congestion.
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So, the functions of the RNC include: Radio resource control, admission control,
channel allocation, power control settings handover control, macro diversity3,
ciphering, segmentation and reassembly4, broadcast signaling and open loop power
control.
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2.4.3.2 Node B
Node B is the radio transmission and reception unit for communication between
radio cells. Each Node B unit can provide service for one or more cells. Node B unit
can be physically located with an existing GSM BTS to reduce costs of UMTS
implementation. Additionally, Node B connects to the UE over the Uu radio
interface using WCDMA. A single Node B unit can support both FDD and TDD
modes. The connection between Node B and the RNC is provided by the Iub
interface using asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) where Node B is the termination
point.

The main function of Node B is conversion of data on the Uu radio interface. This
function includes error correction and rate adaptation on the air interface. Node B
monitors the quality and strength of the connection and calculates the frame error
rate, transmitting this information to the RNC for processing.

The functions of Node B include: Air interface transmission and reception,
modulation and demodulation, CDMA physical channel coding, error handling,
closed loop power control.

Node B also allows the UE to adjust its power using a technique called downlink
transmission power control from Node B to UE. Predefined values for power control
are derived from RNC power control parameters.

3

Macrodiversity is a kind of diversity scheme where several receiver antennas or transmitter antennas
are used for transferring the same signal.
4
Reassembly denotes to the process used to fragment and reassemble packets so as to allow them to
be transported across Asynchronous Transfer Mode networks.
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2.4.3.3 UMTS User Equipment
The UMTS user equipment is the combination of the subscriber‘s mobile equipment
and the UMTS subscriber identity module (USIM). Similar to the SIM in
GSM/GPRS networks, the USIM is a card that inserts into the mobile equipment and
identifies the subscriber to the core network.
2-34
2.5 2G and 3G Services
In this section, the most important services provided in GSM and UMTS systems are
summarized and described.

2.5.1 Voice services
By 1991, each operator had to implement voice services in the start-up phase (E1). In
this category, two teleservices were distinguished: regular telephone service and
emergency service. For the transmission of the digitally coded speech signals, both
services use a bidirectional, symmetric, full-duplex, point-to-point connection, which
is set up on user demand. The main difference between telephone and emergency
service is that regular service needs, whereas the emergency service stays within the
boundaries of a national network.

2.5.2 SMS
One of the most important services in GSM systems today, is the capability to
receive or send short messages at the MS. This service was supposed to be offered in
the third phase at the latest from 1996 on all GSM networks [21]. For SMS, the
network operator has to set up a service center which accepts short messages from
the fixed network and processes them in a store-and-forward mode. The interface has
not been specified and can be by dual-tone multi frequency (DTMF) signaling,
special order, email, fax, etc. The delivery can be time-shifted and is of course
independent of the current location of the MS.[9] On the contrary, a service center
can accept short messages from MSs which can also be forwarded to subscribers in
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the fixed network, for example by fax or email. The transmission of short messages
uses a connectionless, protected, packet-switching protocol.

2.5.3 MMS
MMS is similar to SMS, with much higher capabilities in terms of size and
flexibility. The MMS standard was developed by a consortium of industry partners
and has become a Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) standard. In addition
to pure text, it is possible to transmit pictures, melodies and multimedia sequences of
different kinds by MMS. It can transmit up to 100 Kbyte of data and can handle
speech, pictures, music and video.

2.5.4 E-mail
It has been estimated that there are more than 650 million corporate e-mail boxes in
the world, but only about 10 million of them have mobile connectivity, and only half
of those install push e-mail. According to the results of a survey made by GSM
association, multimedia messaging has become a popular service among mobile
users worldwide and mobile e-mail has even greater potential [18].

There are different ways to connect to an e-mail server and deliver e-mail messages.
Now, as mobile browsers have become full HTML browsers, it is possible to connect
directly with a browser to an e-mail service on the internet, for instance MSN, Gmail,
Yahoo. Correspondingly, it is possible to connect e-mail services possessing an
XHTML interface. From the network point of view, e-mail is a typical service that
clearly belongs to a background QoS class where delay is not so important, however,
error-free delivery is important.

2.5.5 WAP
WAP stands for Wireless Application Protocol identifying several protocols that
inter-work together to allow the development of service applications for wireless
terminals. WAP was originally defined by the WAP Forum but currently it is being
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further developed by the Open Mobile Alliance (OMA) [18]. The aim of WAP is to
bring together telephony, wireless data and the Internet. The three technologies are
growing rapidly and converging to each other. WAP intends to be the convergence
point by supplying a service-enabling platform for the three technologies. Even
though WAP stands for Wireless Application Protocol, it is not a protocol but a set of
services, arranged in layers in a similar manner to the OSI stack. Each service can be
provided by several protocols opening the door to several WAP configurations
depending on the actual protocols chosen to implement each service of the WAP
stack.

2.5.6 Web
The term ‗Web‘ is normally used to refer to the millions of HTML pages that Web
servers host around the world. It has quickly changed the way people see the
Internet, putting aside on its rampage to success several other old brothers like
Gopher or Archie. The Web is, together with the email, the main service used over
the Internet nowadays. Thus, it is obvious that the mobile industry shall deliver a rich
Web experience if they want mobile users to become greedy data users.

2.5.7 Video Telephony
Video telephony is full-duplex, real-time audio-visual communication among end
users. The idea of the video telephone, also called the videophone, is about as old as
the telephone itself. The main challenge that the developers of the video telephone
are facing is the fact that full-motion, high-resolution video data needs far more
bandwidth than audio data. This is the case whether the signals are analog or digital
[19].

The technology for slow-scan television (SSTV) video telephony has been widely
available for years, but videophones are not in widespread use. The main reason may
be that most people do not want to be seen when they are on the telephone, unless it
is for business reasons (videoconferencing). Second reason is the cost of the
hardware, which requires a display screen and a video camera. A third reason is the
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generally low image quality and slow refresh rate. As high-speed Internet access
becomes more widely available, fast-scan television (FSTV) or high-definition
television (HDTV) video telephony is likely to become more attractive for potential
home and business users.

2.6 Comparing 2G Networks and UMTS (3G)
As technology develops continuously, it is natural to compare the existing
technology and the forthcoming one. For UMTS operators, the question of what can
be done with UMTS and what cannot be achieved with 2G networks comes in mind.
The answer is not very simple, as there are several other aspects beside the pure
standardization ones that impact on this issue. Differences between 2G and UMTS
can be categorized in the following areas [19]. Differences caused by technical
distinction between 2G and UMTS standards. The main reason for the difference is
not actually the bandwidth, which increases in UMTS to 348 Kbps and later 2
Mbit/s, but the cost of delivering that data and specially the cost of delivering mobile
data services as well as mobile terminal capabilities. Differences caused by economic
reasons. The differences here are caused by the cost efficiencies that will come from
the volume of scale of delivering more bandwidth at a lower cost per bit. As UMTS
becomes a mass market solution, some of the new technical developments that could
be implemented both on 2G and UMTS will be provided only on UMTS because this
is where the larger volumes will be.
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2G Technology
GSM
IS-136
Iden
CDMA (IS-95)
2.5G Technology
HSCSD
GPRS
Edge
CDMA20001XRTT

Table 2.3 2G, 2.5G, 3G Comparison [13]
Spectrum
Data Capability Required
Comment
Circuit -switched
9.6 or 14.4 Kbps 200 kHz
data
Circuit -switched
9.6 Kbps
30 kHz
data
Circuit -switched
9.6 Kbps
25 kHz
data
Circuit -switched
9.6 or 14.4 Kbps 1.25 kHz
data

28.8/56 Kbps
128 Kbps
384 Kbps

200 kHz
200 kHz
200 kHz

Circuit/packet data
Circuit/packet data
Circuit/packet data

153 Kbps

1.25 kHz

Circuit/packet data

5 MHz

Packet-switching
data

1.25 MHz

Packet-switching
data

5 MHz

Packet-switching
data

1.6 MHz

Packet-switching
data

3G Technology
WCDMA

CDMA2000DO/EV

TD-CDMA

TD-SCDMA

144 Kbps
vehicular
384 Kbps
outdoors
2 Mbps indoors
144 Kbps
vehicular
384 Kbps
outdoors
2 Mbps indoors
144 Kbps
vehicular
384 Kbps
outdoors
2 Mbps indoors
144 Kbps
vehicular
384 Kbps
outdoors
2 Mbps indoors
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CHAPTER 3
QUALITY OF SERVICE (QoS)
The importance of QoS for telecommunication is very significant today from the
viewpoint of two parties: Satisfaction of customers and Management Operations of
Providers. This importance has increased in recent years due to the rapid
technological development, because users always demand the best quality for the
money they pay. Multiple factors contribute to increase QoS in mobile
telecommunication. All implicating factors are highly desired and important in the
definition of this increase. Because, there is a better ability for determination of all
challenging aspects that contribute to the improvement of QoS in mobile
telecommunication.

The developments in mobile technologies require development and differentiations
in QoS parameters.

Telecommunication systems have focused on QoS concept, which is, for wireless
telecommunication, based on two major architectures;
 The traffic classes (TC) defined for ATM within the International
Telecommunication Union (ITU) and the ATM Forum and the integrated
services (IntServ)
 Differentiated services (DiffServ) architectures defined by the IETF.

IntServ is a QoS paradigm of radio resource, in which network resources are shared
according to an application QoS request, and subject to a bandwidth management
policy. The idea behind IntServ is to merge the advantages of both datagram and
circuit-switched networks, datagram networks maximize network utilization and
provide multi-point communication and robustness by adapting to network
dynamics, but do not guarantee a certain service level [24].
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DiffServ is a QoS paradigm that provides a method for classifying services of several
applications. This is done by providing different levels of service to different
packets, by means of the DiffServ CodePoint (DSCP) [25].

3.1. Concepts of Quality of Service (QoS)

In order to talk about QoS in telecommunications, first of all, ‗quality‘ must be
defined. In terms of terminology, many people have defined ‗quality‘ in various
ways over many years. At this point, it can be simply adopted the definition of the
International Standards Organisation‘s ‗ISO 9000-2000: Quality management
systems-Fundamental and vocabulary‘ publication [10]:
―Degree to which a set of inherent characteristics fulfils requirements‖
The meaning of the word ―service‖ in the term ―quality of telecommunications
service‖ refers to something that is daily provided to a person referred as the ―user‖
of the service [14].

Many descriptions are given for QoS:
A definition of QoS is given in ITU Recommendation E.800 as ―The QoS is the
collective effect of service performances which determine the degree of satisfaction
of a user of the service‖ [14].

According [26], QoS is defined as the ability of the network to provide a service at a
guaranteed service level. It includes all functions and procedures in the cellular
network and terminal and ensures the provision of the negotiated service quality
between the user equipment (UE) and the core network (CN) [26].

The QoS framework for telecommunication systems is presented in Figure 3.1 QoS
factors in the figure is known as general quality measurement topics. The numbers in
each box show the reference number of ITU recommendations. These definition
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boxes support a set of QoS standards. The QoS standards and recommendations
given in the below figure define three main points;
 The quality of service concept,
 The relation between the quality of service and the network performance,
 The measurement of performance.

Figure 3.1 Performance concepts of QoS [14]
As seen in the above diagram, the QoS consists of the performance measurements of
service support, operability, accessibility, retainability, integrity and security. In
addition, the network performance is composed of charging and trafficability
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performances. The last one is important for planning, availability and propagation
performances.

All the QoS terms in Figure 3.1 are dependent on network characteristics. However,
the serveability which is ability of a service to be obtained is the most generally
affected. It is further divided into three sub-groups [14]:
 Service accessibility performance,
 Service retainability performance,
 Service integrity performance.

Serveability performance depends on trafficability performance and its influencing
factors of resourcing and facility, as shown in Figure 3.1. The trafficability
performance is described in terms of losses and delay times. Dependability, which
consists of availability, reliability, maintainability and maintenance support
performance, is related to the ability of an item to be in a state to do a required
function. Lastly, propagation performance refers to the ability of the transmitting
medium to transmit the signal within intended tolerances.

Service accessibility is achieved when a user wanted to use a service and provided by
Operator Company. Service integrity describes the Quality of Service during service
use. Service Retainability describes the termination of services. Network
performance is measured in terms of parameters, significant for network and service
providers. They serve for system design, system dimensioning and network
provisioning, maintenance, etc., in order to satisfy both the customer and the
provider.
Later quality of service factors are discussed again from the customer satisfaction
point of the view.

3.2. Quality: An Indicator of Service and Experience (QoS and QoE)
There are two separate quality terms in the literature as QoS and Quality of end-user
Experience (QoE) [19,26].
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It is an obligation to supply the best QoE to user by using developed QoS
parameters. The aim of the network corporation should be to achieve the maximum
user rating (QoE), while network quality (QoS) remains the key building block for
reaching that goal effectively. The whole QoE depends on the value chain, which
comprises the following items:
 Mobile content providers, websites, WAP sites, games, video, audio, portals,
etc.,
 Service and network providers – that is, mobile network operators (MNOs),
mobile network virtual operators (MVNOs) and mobile Internet service
providers (ISPs),
 User device and application software that allows the user to experience the
content,
 The network providers and system integrators who enable the above three
components in the value chain.

The QoE value chain is presented in Figure 3.2 where mobile operators are located in
the middle of the chain and control all parts of value chain. End-user device and
application software term means the user and his/her mobile phone respectively. This
term allows users to get mobile services of Operator Company. Service and network
providers are the main controllers of QoE for their clients and they make the
transportation of voice and data available. Mobile contents can be WAP sites, games,
applications, sound files and websites. Network provider transports demanded data to
user over network.
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Figure 3.2 QoE value chain [26]
The term ‗QoE‘ refers to the feedback of the user about the quality of a service or
network. It is expressed in feelings such as ‗good‘, ‗excellent‘, ‗poor‘, etc.
Performance evaluation is a very important requirement for all aspects of everyday
life. Agreement on the choice and definition of parameters are necessary for such
evaluations. This agreement will form the basis of the specifications when we
purchase goods or services from a supplier. A better QoS of service supplier will
increase QoE. Figure 3.3 depicts the relationship between QoS and QoE [26].

Figure 3.3 The relation between QoE and QoS [26]
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QoS is often approached as a bottom-up process for what happens on an end-to-end
basis. The top-down approach is based on the idea that it is the end-user. It is clear
that a service can be used only if it is provided. From the provider's view, network
performance is a concept in which network characteristics can be defined, measured
and controlled to get a satisfactory service quality level. The service provider
combines different network performance parameters in a way that the economic
requirements of the provider and the satisfaction of the user are both satisfied.

For both customer and supplier, it is very important to agree on the parameters and
the method of measuring the quality [26, 27].

3.3. Four Viewpoints of QoS
QoS in telecommunications has been characterised by ETSI [28] in
Figure 3.4

Figure 3.4 Inter-relationships between various viewpoints of QoS [28]
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3.3.1 QoS Requirements of the User/Customer
QoS requirements by the user/customer are the statement of the level of quality of a
particular service preferred by the user/customer. The level of quality may be
expressed by the user/customer in technical or non-technical language.
A typical user/customer is not concerned with how a particular service is provided,
but only with the resulting end-to-end service quality.

From the user's/customer's point of view, QoS is expressed by parameters that:
 focus on user/customer-perceivable effects, rather than their reasons within
the network;
 do not depend in their definition on assumptions about the internal design of
the network;
 take into account all aspects of the service from the user's/customer's point of
view;
 may be assured to a user/customer by the service provider(s);
 are described in network independent terms and create a common language
understandable by both the user/customer and the service provider [28].

3.3.2 QoS Offered by Service Provider
QoS offered by the service provider is a expression of the level of quality expected to
be offered to the user/customer by the service provider. The level of quality is
expressed by values assigned to QoS parameters. These parameters are usually
designed to be understandable to the user/customer. Each service would have its own
set of QoS parameters [28].

3.3.3 QoS Achieved by Service Provider
QoS achieved by the service provider is a statement of the level of quality achieved
by the service provider. This is stated by values assigned to parameters, which are, as
far as possible, same as those for the QoS offered [28].
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3.3.4. QoS Perceived by the User/Customer
QoS perceived by the user/customer is a statement expressing the level of quality
experienced by them.
The QoS perceived is expressed, usually in terms of degrees of satisfaction and not in
technical terms. Technical terms may be expressed where the user/customer is able to
understand and use them. QoS perceived is assessed by customer surveys and from
user's/customer's own comments on levels of service.

The QoS is of concern to the user/customer and the service provider. Where the
service provider is also the Network Performance (NP), the latter usually takes
responsibility for the QoS [28].

3.4. QOS and Network Performance Relationship
NP definition is given by ETSI as ―the ability of a network or a network portion to
provide the functions related to communications between users‖.

The relationship between customer satisfaction, QoS and NP is shown in Figure 3.5.
The objective of the indicator list is to have an agreed set of QoS indicators. They
should allow easier external and internal benchmarking.

The services are considered to be a high relevance to the end-customer in a domestic
and international market and are common for most of the network operators. The
main indicators are defined by ITU and used to set a standard application for QoS.
Customer satisfaction can be analyzed in two ways as technical and non-technical.
Non-technical factors include stability of service, availability of service, delays and
user information. Technical factors include reliability, scalability, effectiveness,
maintainability and Grade of Service [9,29,30].
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Figure 3.5 Relationship between customer satisfaction, QoS and NP [30]
Customer expectations of QoS are trends, advertising and costs as given in Figure
3.5. Technical QoS parameters are network and terminal performance while nontechnical QoS parameters are point of sale and customer care. In addition to
customers, the QoS management is a very important function in the provision and
maintenance of a telecommunication service. If a service provider has an effective
management of QoS, this will result with an optimum use of network, human and
financial resources. It is very easy to understand the importance of QoS management.
These optimum results will result in better pricing and better service that all
customers are looking for. And this will bring the company to a better turnover and
profit [29,30].

Customer satisfaction related with Intrinsic QoS, Perceived QoS and Assessed QoS.
These factors were also divided into sub-factors to enrich quality measure
definitions. Intrinsic QoS is about the technical design of the connection and
network‘s sources. The concept of intrinsic QoS is determined by the point of view
of the person who designs and operates the mobile telecommunication network. In
other words, intrinsic QoS refers to the characteristics that a mobile service company
promotes to the customer [21,32].
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On the contrary, perceived QoS is about the degree of customer satisfaction when he
is actually using the mobile telecommunication network. This is strictly related to
user expectations. Assessed quality is the third level of quality of a particular service.
It results when the customer-user who pays for the service decides whether the
quality is good enough. This level of quality depends on the other two levels of
quality. Customer satisfaction in Figure 3.6 can be extended as seen in Figure 3.7

Figure 3.6 Simple model of factors that shape perception of QoS [21].

Figure 3.7 The hierarchical framework factors that form the Quality of Service in
Mobile Telecommunication [21].
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To determine all Qos service factors from the customer satisfaction point of view
Figure 3.7 is given but not to analyze in deep, one by one.

3.5. Quality of Service Differentiation
The new scope of QoS is a differentiation between user profiles. QoS differentiation
enables operators to separate the flow of traffic. This allows the performance of the
different streams to be monitored as illustrated in Figure 3.8. Without QoS
differentiation, the various traffic streams would be treated in the same way and
therefore they would be monitored as a single flow. Differentiation solutions provide
QoS functionality in three key areas: control, enforcement and management and they
allow network operators for several different objectives simultaneously.

The benefits and objectives of QoS differentiation depend on the individual needs of
the network operator and operators have different requirements. For example,
operators may need to complete several different objectives simultaneously. Some
benefits of QoS differentiations are;
 High (or sufficient) QoS: This is particularly important for real-time
(synchronous) applications, which require minimal end-to-end delay. For
example, video services require short delay, especially when delivered ―ondemand‖, and they are also bandwidth intensive.
 Emergency services: Governments will typically demand circuit-switched
reliability for emergency services that have migrated to packet switching,
e.g. Voice over IP (VoIP) emergency calls.
 Monitoring traffic streams: QoS differentiation allows operators to monitor
individual traffic streams.
 More efficient use of resources: As indicated earlier, over-dimensioning the
network can enable a high QoS.
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Figure 3.8 Best effort network and QoS differentiation [10].

Figure 3.8. is shown application differentiation which is enables individual
monitoring of applications as they travel though the network. This allows operators
to obtain higher revenues from applications. It also helps retain customers since they
see

the

benefits

of

better
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application

performance.

CHAPTER 4
BENCHMARKING
All GSM operators use key performance indicators to evaluate the performance and
end-to-end QoS level of a network for maintaining, optimizing, troubleshooting and
benchmarking purposes. In this thesis, the issue of benchmarking will be described in
detail and then benchmarking for 2G&3G services in Turkey is provided.

Benchmarking is the process of comparing the companies according to performance
metrics. It is most used to measure performance using a specific indicator resulting in
a metric of performance that is then compared to others. In a sense, we can also
define benchmarking as the observation of service quality. It is performed following
the determination of the service quality parameters.

Determination of the service quality parameters provides operators the following
issues:
 Detecting probable errors in Base Station Subsystem (BSS) hardware and
providing utilization of physical resources.
 Taking necessary actions in order to determine radio network problems and to
optimize the network; such as frequency assignment, adjusting antenna tilt
and changes in some other parameters.
 Observing system behaviors and changes in the system; such as traffic load,
congestion, and successful attempts.
 Estimating the traffic load and network expansions, in parallel with
increasing number of mobile users.
 Comparing the network with the competitors‘ and providing better quality for
users.
 Comprehension of the condition of the market and following new
technologies [35].
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Benchmarking is done through ‗drive test method‘ by collecting network information
at the site. Data collected at these tests constitutes the basis of benchmarking process.
Drive test method is used to measure end-to-end user perception. As suggested by
[34], QoS is also the discrepancy between perceptions and expectations [34]. Drive
test method, therefore, provides an essential support to benchmarking.

As discussed before in chapter 3, Quality criteria for benchmarking may be
categorized as speed, accuracy and dependability. Speed denotes the time-related
quality criterion; accuracy indicates the quality criterion that benchmarks the degree
of correctness with which the service function is performed. In addition,
dependability denotes the quality criterion that benchmarks the degree of certainty.
Benchmarking characterizes important aspects of mobile network operations with
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs). For benchmarking of mobile networks of QoS, it
is deemed necessary to focus on some particular KPIs. According to QoS KPIs can
be categorized in five phases from customer‘s point of view [28]. QoS indicators are
explained in this part again for relation with KPI.
 Network Availability: It shows that the mobile network operates in a regular
manner. It means the percentage of the used time that is whenever basic
physical channels are available. Availability may be affected by erroneous
base station hardware (equipment), poor transmission links or wrong switch
configuration [28].
 Network Access: It shows the possibility to use the services. Accessibility
means a user percentage declined due to unavailability in utilization of
system resources at the call initialization time. Francis and El-Ata (2002)
explains access as ―denoting the customer activation of a communication
service instance‖ [34].

Accessibility problems may occur due to insufficient traffic equipments such
as transmitting and receiving radio signals (TRXs) or cabinets; or because of
seasonal and occasional fluctuations in the traffic. Erroneous RF parameter
adjustments and the malfunctions in the neighbor cell can also cause similar
problems.
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 Service Access: When the user intends to use a service, the mobile operator
provides an access.
 Service Integrity: It corresponds to the QoS during service, i.e. Audio
Quality during voice calls, and Video Quality during video-telephony calls. It
is the percentage of the calls declined due to the problems in the system
quality (call drop). Service integrity may be affected by poor RX quality due
to poor frequency/ Base Station Identity Code (BSIC) planning, incorrect
hardware/time ratio, external interferences or wrong parameter settings [28,
34].
 Service Consistency: Corresponds to the way the use of the service ended.

Figure 4.1 Relationship between QoS and KPIs
Here‘s a list of KPIs that may be considered critical in a 2G/3G network;

Call Setup Success Rate (CSSR) Mobile originated call (MOC)/ Mobile terminated
call (MTC) is equivalent to traffic channel assignment success rate. It shows the rate
of connected calls, which is ratio of the successful calls to the entire call attempts in
the network. Interference and fading should be taken into consideration. CSSR is
usually between 95-98% in mature networks. In practice, each network operator by
own determines the value.
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Call Setup Time It is the period between the pushing of the call button and hearing
of the calling signal.
Call setup time = t calling signal – t address sending

(1)

Where ‗T address sending‘ denotes the time when the user pushes the call button and
‗T calling signal‘ denotes the time when the conversation is set up.

Drop Call Rate It is a telecommunications term denoting the fraction of the calls
which were cut off due to technical reasons before speaking parties had finished the
conversation or before one of them had hung up. This fraction is usually measured as
a percentage of all calls. In telecommunications a call attempt invokes a call setup
procedure, which, if successful, results in a connected call. A connected call may be
terminated (disconnected) due to a technical reason before the calling parties would
wish to do so (in ordinary phone calls this would mean before either of the parties
has hang up). Such calls are classified as dropped calls [35].

A typical dropped call rate is less than 0.01% in conventional (referred to as landline) networks. In general call drops are led by lack of radio coverage (either in the
downlink or the uplink), radio interference between different subscribers,
imperfections in the functioning of the network (such as failed handover or cellreselection attempts), and overload of the different elements of the network (such as
cells), etc.

Voice Quality PESQ Telecommunication network attaches great importance to
voice quality since the quality of speech is considered one of important QoS
measurements. Thus monitoring and design the quality of speech should always be a
top priority to obtain customers‘ satisfaction of quality. Speech quality known as
voice quality that refers to the clarity of a speaker‘s voice as perceived by a listener.
Voice quality can also be defined as the result of a subject‘s perception on
conversation. That he/she perceives in a specific situation and judges immediately
according to his/her knowledge, experience, motivation and expectation. Regarding
voice communication systems, quality is the customer‘s perception of a service or
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product. Indeed, as stated by Francis and El-Ata (2002), QoS is the discrepancy
between perceptions and expectations. Voice quality measurement (VQM) is a mean
of measuring customer experience of voice telephony services [34,36].

Subjective and objective methods are basic two approaches for assessing voice
quality. For subjective measures a panel of people is employed to assess the voice
quality of live or recorded speech signals from the voice communication system
under test for miscellaneous adverse abnormal conditions. Subjective measures are
known as subjective tests as well. Here, the speech quality is expressed in terms of
various forms of a mean opinion score (MOS). The average quality perceived by the
panel [36].

For objective voice quality measurements, MOS value is calculated from the speech
samples. A computer supported program that uses an algorithm to obtain
measurements aids to calculate MOS. Purpose of objective measures is to estimate
MOS values via close observation of assessments obtained from subjective tests for
various abnormal situations. Subjective tests aim at estimating the voice quality
perceived by humans whereas objective ones make us of voice samples.

Minimization of the error between the voice quality estimated through the objective
method and the voice quality perceived by humans through subjective method is the
ultimate end state. Objective methods, therefore, are based on algorithms set
according to a range of subjective listening tests data.

Objective measures are classified in two groups as intrusive or non-intrusive. In the
first group, intrusive algorithms provide voice quality scores providing a comparison
between transmitted and received signals. Hence, intrusive assessment techniques
require access in both transmitting and receiving sections.
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Figure 4.2 Intrusive and non intrusive voice quality measures [36]
Description of some of the recent and mostly used perceptual voice quality measures
are as follows:
 Bark Spectral Distortion measure (BSD): The Bark spectral distortion
measure was developed as a method for calculating an objective measure for
signal distortion based on the measurable auditory perception. The main aim
is to emulate several known features of perceptual processing of speech
sounds by human ear.[34]
 Perceptual Speech Quality Measurement (PSQM): PSQM mainly aims at
producing scores to predict the results of recommended ITU-T subjective
tests.
 Perceptual Evolution of Speech Quality (PESQ): A new model for PESQ has
recently been standardized by the ITU-T as recommendation P.862. PESQ is
able to predict subjective quality with high correlation with a very wide range
of conditions. Test environment may include coding distortions, errors, noise,
filtering, delay and variable delay [35]. PESQ is an intrusive method, which
involves test calls in the network. Active measurement tools generate a
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relatively limited number of test calls and poor results; they use PESQ in
order to forecast the quality of the test calls following the passage through the
network. It compares an original signal with a degraded signal. The latter is
the result of conveying original signal through a communication system. The
output of PESQ is a prediction of the perceived quality that would be given to
degraded signal Y(t) by subjects in a subjective listening test. The original
and degraded signals are mapped onto an internal representation using a
perceptual model.

The idea of the PESQ algorithm is to provide a speech-quality score based on
the comparison between the original speech signal and the signal degraded by
the network under test. A subject listening to the degraded speech signal
opinion should provide nearly the same quality score as the PESQ algorithm.
In the first step of PESQ, a series of delays between original input and
degraded output are computed for each interval for delay that significantly
differs from the preceding interval. For each interval, corresponding start and
stop points are calculated. The alignment algorithm is based on the principle
of comparing the confidence of having two delays in a certain interval with
that of having a single delay for the interval. The algorithm can handle delay
changes during both silences and active speech parts.

Based on the set of delays, PESQ compares the original (input) signal with
the aligned degraded output of the device under test using a perceptual model,
as illustrated in Figure 4.3 [38,39].

In other words, PESQ intrusive tests have been designed in order to compare the
transmitted signal with the distorted signal, to analyze both and thus, to make
conversions into quality scores between 0.5 and 4.5.
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Figure 4.3 Overview of the basic philosophy used in PESQ [40].
A computer model of the subject includes, but not limited to, a perceptual and a
cognitive model. The model is used to compare the output of the device under test
with the input. During the process, alignment information derived from the time
signals in the time alignment module is used [40-43].

Most of the subjective experiments used in the development of PESQ use the
Absolute Category Rating (ACR) opinion scale [22], [19] of Table 4.1. A reference
speech signal, in general, is sent through subjects to judge the quality and some types
of abnormal conditions, like missing words. However, in these types of experiments,
subjects do not get a reference speech signal and distortions sometimes go unnoticed
in such experiments. Experiments, in which this missing word phenomenon was
clear, were used only to a small extent in the optimization of PESQ. [40-43].
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Table 4.1 ACR listening quality opinion scale [36].
Quality of the speech Score
Excellent

5

Good

4

Fair

3

Poor

2

Bad

1

As mentioned before; speech quality in mobile networks is one of the most
significant KPIs which affect end-to-end QoS. Later, it will separately be mentioned
about the benchmarking methods using PESQ values obtained from live networks
and comparison of the results of the methods.

RX Level indicates the signal level gathered by the scanner. So, it shows the network
scope perceived by the mobile.

Network coverage is assessed by measuring the downlink signal levels, Received
Signal Level (RxLev) for GSM and Common Pilot Channel Received Signal Code
Power (CPICH RSCP) for WCDMA. GSM and WCDMA coverage values are
shown in the Table 4.2.

The measurement equipment used by the operators has the ability to collect signal
samples from all GSM and WCDMA radio channels.

The samples are later analyzed and the best signal level results are obtained for each
point. Each measurement point is geographically referenced so that signal levels can
be later represented on digital cartography.
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Table 4.2 Coverage values
WCDMA (3G)

Coverage

GSM (2G)

Good

Rxlev ≥ -85 dBm

CPICH RSCP ≥ -95 dBm

Acceptable

-95 dBm ≤ Rxlev < -85 dBm

-105 dBm ≤ CPICH RSCP < -95 dBm

Bad

-110 dBm ≤ Rxlev < -95 dBm

-115 dBm ≤ CPICH RSCP < -105 dBm

Non-existent Rxlev < -110 dBm

CPICH RSCP < -115 dBm

Table 4.3 Packet Switched KPIs definition
KPI for PS (Packet Switched) Definition
PS Attach Success Rate

Probability that a subscriber can attach the
network.
It means the duration (in sec) of the time period

PS Attach Setup Time

taken to attach to the PS network.
PDP

Context

Activation Probability that a subscriber can activate.

Success Ratio
PDP

context.

PS

Service Probability that a subscriber access the service

Access Rate

successfully, it means the data transfer of the
content could be started.

PS Service Session Success It

means

subscriber

starts

Rate

successfully.

PS FTP Data Throughput DL

It means the average data rate.

using

service

4.1 Measurement System
Measurement equipment and methodology are described in detail by sample drive
test. Drive test, is used in this thesis, was performed between 21.04.2009 and
26.04.2009 and started at 08:00 am to 06:00 pm during 6 days. The values taken
from Ankara city and its surroundings are live network values of three operators.

4.1.1 Measurement Equipment
System cycle is shown in Figure 4.4. There exists one measurement equipment for
each operator to be measured in the mounted system and there also exist two sim
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cards for each equipment. One of sim cards is used for the voice test and another for
the data test. Moreover, a scanner is connected to the system to scan relevant
frequencies. Also a GPS is connected to the system to get geographic coordinate
information [44-46].

Figure 4.4 Measurement System
The typical components of the Mobile QoS Test-equipment (MQT) are explained in
ETSI document [47-49] in detail. The typical components of MQT are illustrated in
Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5 The typical components of the Mobile QoS Test-equipment [47]

1. Test-MS: Mobile Station emulating the typical customer MS (1…n).
2. Antenna: Test-MS antenna or external antenna.
3. Controller: Controls all the active parts in MQT.
4. Processor: Preprocessing of measurement data.
5. Storage: Storage of measurement data and programs.
6. MMI: Man Machine Interface for control of a MQT-LC or for diagnostics in case
of a MQT-RC.
7. GPS: Geographical Positioning System.
8. PWR: Power Supply.

Position of systems in drive test vehicle is demonstrated in Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.6 Position of system demo
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4.1.2 Measurement Methodology

For the automatic test, pre-programmed measurement procedures (designating
duration of call and standby) are used and they are loaded to the measurement
equipment from the Server. The logs taken are automatically sent to the server and
then analyzed.

Measurement procedures are programmed by work orders, which define call and idle
durations and cycle during measurement as figure 4.7 a) c). A work order is also
prepared for scanner. The following measurement procedure is used in the thesis: 90
seconds for call, 20 seconds for idle, and was repeated along the route shown in the
Figure 4.8.

Work orders samples was created for this measure which are given in Figure 4.7 a)
b) voice (short and long) call and c) scanner.
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a)

b)

c)
Figure 4.7 Work order samples for a) short call b) long call and c) scanner
Measurement described in this thesis as seen in Figure 4.7 a) Voice call duration is
defined as 90 seconds, standby duration is defined as 20 seconds. MO/MT ratio is
accepted as ―1‖. Download and upload rates are 5 MB and 2 MB for data. Scanner is
programmed to scan 0-124 ARFCN5 frequencies at 900 MHz and 512-586 ARFCN
frequencies at 1800 MHz during 180 seconds.

5

*ARFCN: Absolute Radio Frequency channel number is code that specifies a pair

of physical radio carrier.
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Test vehicle travels on a given route. The measurements for this thesis, the route with
red line is shown in the Figure 4.8. Measurements were made in the city of Ankara
and its surroundings.

Figure 4.8 Drive Test Route -Ankara
Measurements that have been made between 21.04.2009 and 26.04.2009, were
performed in the above route. All measurements started at 08:00 and ended at 06:00
pm.

For voice measurement; call generators like the ones in Figure 4.4, place automated
calls to MO and MT. MT means a call is placed from call generator to mobile
whereas MO means a call is placed from mobile to call generator. Measurement is a
continual process on the route. Recorded logs are sent through server. Data,
processed by server is accessible by presentation programs. Processed data is
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available as call set up time, call set up success, drop call, PESQ and evaluation
process is performed. RX level information is obtained by logs recorded on scanners.

For data measurement; data card is used for each operator. Pre-prepared 2 MB
upload file and 5 MB download file are sent to and received from FTP server.

The data session contains the following actions and tests:
1. Activation Packet Data Protocol (PDP Context Activation)
2. Reception of 5 MB file (FTP Download) from a public server broadband
connected to the internet.
3. Sent a 2 MB file to the public server (FTP Upload).
4. Web browsing at NTUA (www.ntua.gr) website of size of 1 MB.
5. 10 Ping with 400 Bytes Packet Size.
6. Deactivation Packet Data Protocol (PDP Context Deactivation).

Data process continues as seen Figure 4.9. The logs recorded along the entire road
are sent through server. Logs are processed in the server. Work flow for data
measurement is illustrated in the figure below. According to the workflow at PS, the
model is detailed from ―attach‖ to ―detach‖. Related KPIs are calculated at both
―success‖ and ―fail‖ iterations.
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Figure 4.9 PS workflow
ETSI profile is defined as follows: Default call duration for telephony service is
usually chosen 120 seconds. To achieve comparable statistics when performing a
benchmarking, there should be no fixed pause between the calls. Instead, a fixed call
window is defined in which the call has to be performed. If the call fails or drops, the
next call attempt should only be made when the next call window arrives.

The minimum pause between two call attempts should be 30 seconds to prevent
network related problems. Such problems may occur as connection release and the
next establishment [48].

Voice Telephony should be tested either in MOC or MTC direction. The following
call durations should be used [48]:
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 Call Duration 1(CD1): 10 seconds for call setup testing;
 Call Duration 2 (CD2): 120 seconds for typical tests, default call duration;
 Call Duration 3 (CD3): 300 seconds for stability tests.
In the measurements, the choice of routes is very important for the measurement
quality. It affects all the results and the analysis. During the selection of the routes,
the following issues must be taken into account:
 The formed route must contain a highway, a highway entrance and exit, a
highway connection road, a main boulevard, a trade center and high user
clarity areas in a city.
 Hot spot, dense urban and urban areas must be definitely considered.
 The route should be formed in a continual way. In the formation of route, bypass routes should be determined as a precaution for possible problems (the
construction of road, traffic, accident) during the measurement.

Drive test environment list of [48] is provided in Table 4.4.

Table 4.4 Drive Test Environment Projection/Features [48]
Category Location type
D1

Train Measurements

D2

Urban Areas (medium cities)

D3

Highways

D4

Rural areas (country roads)

D5

Large cities

W1

Walk Tests (indoor measurements)

W2

Walk Tests (outdoor measurements)

NOTE: Drive tests may be performed by incar using external
antenna with an appropriate attenuation.

Designation of the scenario should be met with the measurement objectives and the
requirements. The procedure should be chosen in accordance with the characteristics
of the location where measurement procedure is to be performed, e.g. city centre,
intercity road, motorway, etc.
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Measurements should satisfy the following requirements:

Neutrality: Because of consistency, the measurements should be made at the same
time, at the same location with the same parameters for all of the network operators
(NOs). This is essential to compare the performances of NOs in a fair manner. For all
operators, it is necessary to use the same devices at the same sites. Namely, identical
conditions should be kept for all of the operators. For instance, all operators call the
same PSTN number in order to have equality. However, the data at the
benchmarking process may not be the same even on the same route within different
dates and hours.

Objectivity: The measurements are done by completely automatic systems and
personal interventions are not allowed. It is not possible to interfere manually with
the data logs. The measurement devices use a special zipping system in order to save
the data, automatically any interference to these zips is not allowed.

End-to-end measurement: It is aimed at measuring any kind of events affecting QoS.
During end-to-end measurement, system acts like an end-user.

4.2 Measurements
As discussed in chapter 3, one of the main aspects of QoS performance indicator is
accessibility. Accessibility is the probability that a service can be obtained within
given conditions when requested by a service user. Accessibility is measured by call
attempts and successful calls. Call attempts relate to successful calls as;

Accessibility= Successful Calls / Call attempts

Another indicator regarding QoS is retainability that relates to maintain and sustain
the customer potential as discussed in chapter 3. Retainability is defined as
probability that an already setup call terminates successfully. It is estimated as the
ratio between the number of successful call attempt and number of normally
terminated calls.
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Retainability=Normal Termination / Successful Call attempt

Drop call rate relates to retainability as;

Drop call rate=1- retainability

Table 4.5 Driving test call samples
Operator

#
Successful
Call

#Drop Call

#Normal
Termination

173

1

172

Operator A

# Call
Attempt
177

Operator B

173

172

2

170

Operator C

193

189

1

187

Table 4.5 presents test call samples for the thesis. According to Table 4.5
accessibility, retainability and drop call rates for Operator A are computed here.

 Accessibility= 173/177=0,97,74 x 100=97,74
This calculation for CSSR is used in Table 4.6 for Operator A
 Retainability=172 / 173=0,994
 Drop call rate=1-0,9941=0,0057 x 100=0,57
This calculation for DCR is used in Table 4.6 for Operator A.

Voice value is collected from field test and is provided calculation in Table 4.6
In the same way as described above, CSSR and DCR value is calculated for the
UMTS which are in Table 4.7.

Accessibility and retainability values can be calculated with the help of mathematical
calculations as well as by using an automatic presentation program.

Calculated values are shown in the Table 4.7-4.8 with a presentation program.
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Table 4.6 KPIs for field test of Voice call for GSM (2G)
An example from Ankara City for GSM
Operator A Operator B Operator C
Value
Value
Value
CS Based KPIs

Call Setup Success Rate (%)

97.74

99.42

97.92

Call Setup Time (sec)

2.50

1.87

1.04

Drop Call Rate (%)

0.57

1.16

0.52

Voice Quality PESQ AVG.
RxLevel (dBm)

3.83
-76.5

3.66
-73.5

3.48
-73.9

Table 4.7 KPIs for field test of Voice call for UMTS(3G)
An example from Ankara City for UMTS

CS Based KPIs

Operator A Operator B
Value
Value

Operator C
Value

Call Setup Success Rate (%)
Call Setup Time (sec)
Drop Call Rate (%)

98.86
2.97
0.58

100
2.17
0.6

100
2.64
0

Voice Quality PESQ AVG.
CPICH RSCP (dBm)

3.93
-97.5

3.71
-98.8

3.84
-99
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Table 4.8 KPIs for field test for Data
An example from Ankara City for GSM
Company A Company B Company C
Value
Value
Value
PS Based KPIs
PS Attach Success
Rate (%)
100
100
97.75
Attach Setup
Time(sec) (%)

2,53

1,62

2,02

PDP Cont.Act.
Suc.Rate(%)

100

100

100

PS Ser.Acc. Suc.
Rate(%)

89.37

95.02

96.68

PS Session Suc.
Rate(%)

90.32

96

100

PS FTP Data Thr.
DL(Mbps)

0.11

0.1

0.1

In this part of thesis customer surveys will be discussed.
Customer Surveys are used to discover the opinions and perceptions of customers. It
in particular has many advantages. It may involve the use of questionnaires, face-toface interviews, telephonic interviews, analysis of complaints profile. It helps to
collect the necessary information in order to obtain customer satisfaction results. The
customer surveys which are used in this thesis help us to determine how customers
are satisfied with the performance of telecommunications companies. Surveys are
carried out in areas with particularly high density of subscriber and service usage
(e.g. Kızılay and universities). During the survey, in order to obtain the results, the
following question is directed to the users.
―Can you give points to the below issues according to the significant levels from
your point of view while preferring an operator?‖

Subscribers give points between 0 and 100 to the relevant KPIs. Table 4.9 shows the
rates of the users taken part in the survey completed by 800 respondents.
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Table 4.9 Rates of KPIs taken from customer surveys
CS Based KPI’s
Call Setup Success Rate
(%)
Call Setup Time (sec)
Drop Call Rate (%)
Voice Quality PESQ
AVG.
Rx Level (dBm)

%
23.9
2.7
15.9
18.6
38.9

During survey used in this study, 5 important KPI were used. Equivalent weighted
score takes all KPIs into account at the same rate. By accepting the indicators that
form the table as equally weighted, equivalent weighted score is computed. In the
other words, each KPI has a weight of 20%. [52] also suggests this methodology,
since there is no evident study dealing with the performance indicators from the
customers‘ standpoint [50,51,52].

Each KPI is calculated separately by product of survey data and the resulting percent
of customer demand. Results of surveys related to KPIs are shown in Table 4.9
Finally; all results are cumulatively collected to form QoS point. As mentioned
earlier, relatively better course of action is computing an equivalent weighted score.

Second alternative is weighted score calculated according to the weighted
percentages that resulted from the customer surveys.

In order to obtain the weighted scores, the method is straightforward. Weigthed
scores are computed by product of field test values and customer survey results.
Customer survey results and field test values are shown in Tables 4.6 and 4.9
respectively.

In order to benchmark the performances, it is required that overall performance score
can be calculated as weighted score or equivalent weighted score. To obtain an
overall score, calculation of the value of 5 KPIs need to be done. How to calculate
KPIs in terms of weighted scores. The computation can be formulated as;
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 CSSR=(Call Set up Success Rate Field Test Value (Table 4.6)/100) x (Call
Set up Success Rate Customer Survey Result (Table 4.9))

CSSR for Operator A is calculated as follows:

CSSR = (97.74 (Table 4.6, Operator A/100) x 23.9 (Table 4.9, Operator A) =
23.36 (Weighted CSSR score for Operator A)
 Drop call rate is another benchmarking tool that indicates number of
unintended disconnections of calls. Drop call rate relates to retainability as;
―Drop call rate = 1- retainability‖. Retainability can also be computed as;
―Retainability = Normal Termination / Successful Call attempt‖. Then drop
call rate is easily found as:.

DCR= (1-(Drop Call Rate Field Test Value (Table 4.6))/100) x (Drop Call
Rate Customer Survey Result (Table 4.9))

DCR for Operator A is calculated as follows:

DCR=(1-0.57 (Table 4.6, Operator A) /100) x 15.9 (Table 4.9, Operator A) =
15.81 (Weighted DCR score for Operator A)
 Call setup Time = (1/ (Call setup Time Field Test Value (Table 4.6)) x (Call
setup Time Customer Survey Result (Table 4.9))

The lower call setup time, the better the performance is. So the measured
value taken from the field is reversed.

Call setup Time for Operator A is calculated as follows:

Call setup Time = (1/2.5 (Table 4.6, Operator A)) x 2.7 (Table 4.9, Operator
A) = 1.08 (Weighted Call setup Time score for Operator A)
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 Voice quality = (Voice quality Field Test Value (Table- 4.6)/ ( Assumed
maximum voice quality) x (Voice quality customer survey result)

Maximum voice quality value is assumed as 4.5 in voice quality value
calculations. Accordingly measured MOS value is recalculated. Then
percentage of observed field value is calculated.

Voice quality for Operator A is calculated as follows:

Voice quality=(3.48 (Table 4.6, Operator A)/4.5) x 18.6 (Table 4.9, Operator
A) = 14.38 (Weighted Voice quality score for Operator A)
 RX Level = [(RX Level Field Test Value (Table 4.6)+120 (max RX
sensitivity for 2G) or 136 (max RX sensitivity for 3G)) /100] x (Customer
Survey Result (Table 4.8))

RX Level for Operator A is calculated as follows:

RX Level = [(-76.5 (Table 4.6, Operator A)+136)/100] x 38.9 (Table 4.9,
Operator A) = 16.92 (Weighted RX Level score for Operator A)

All KPI values are calculated for all other Operators. KPI values are shown in below
Table 4.10.
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Table 4.10 KPI values and rankings for GSM Operators.
An example from Ankara City for GSM
Operator A

Operator B

Operator C

CS Based KPIs
Call Setup Success Rate
(%)

Weighted %

Weighted %

Weighted %

23,36

23.76

23.4

Call Setup Time (sec)

1.08

1.44

1.04

Drop Call Rate (%)
Voice Quality PESQ
AVG.

15.81

15.72

15.82

14.38

15.13

15.83

RX Level (dBm)
SCORE

16.92
73.00

18.09
74.14

17.93
72.57

Ranking for weighted

2

1

3

Equivalent weighted scores are calculated 75.6, 79,9, 77.4 for GSM Operators. For
equivalent scores, percentage is accepted %20 for each KPI and calculation are
made in the same way as an weighted score.

Table 4.11 KPI values and rankings for UMTS Operators.
An example from Ankara City for UMTS
Operator A
Operator B

Operator C

CS Based KPIs

Weighted %

Weighted %

Weighted %

Call Setup Success Rate
(%)

23.63

23.9

23.9

Call Setup Time (sec)

0.91

1.24

1.02

Drop Call Rate (%)

15.81

15.8

15.9

Voice Quality PESQ
AVG.

16.24

15.53

15.87

CPICH RSCP (dBm)
SCORE

16.53
73.12

16.03
72.31

15.95
72.64

Ranking for weighted

1

3

2
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Equivalent weighted scores are calculated 75.36, 73.83, 72.84 for UMTS Operators.
For equivalent scores, percentage is accepted %20 for each KPI.

4.3 Discussions
A market study of a comparison among telecommunications businesses was
conducted in Kızılay. A total of 800 cell phone service users were interviewed. As
mentioned before following question is directed to users.
―Can you give points to the below issues according to the significant levels from
your point of view while preferring an operator?‖
After all calculations, comparison is done according to the Operator‘s value of
weighted and equivalent weighted score. As the scores for GSM services are shown
in Table 4.6, Operator B is overall more successful than Operator C and Operator A.
Weighted scores are respectively 73.00, 74.14 and 72.57.

When performance indicators are compared, for RX Level, Operator B has the
highest signal strength. Operator C follows Operator B and has slightly better signal
level then Operator A.

According to results, Operator B has again the best performance for starting call
(accessibility) and for ending call (Retainability) .

When UMTS and GSM are compared according to the signal level and voice quality
values, UMTS‘s signal level and voice quality is better than GSM.

4.4 Speech Quality Evaluation and Benchmarking
Speech quality known as voice quality refers to the clarity of a speaker‘s voice as
perceived by a listener. Quality in general is formulated as the difference between
perceptions and expectations [34]. Similarly, voice quality can also be defined as the
result of a subject‘s perception on conversation. That he/she perceives in a specific
situation and judges immediately according to his/her knowledge, experience,
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motivation and expectation. Regarding voice communication systems, quality is the
customer‘s perception of a service or product, and VQM is a means of measuring
customer experience of voice telephony services [49].

The contemporary measurement tool, PESQ, compares an original signal with the
degraded version after sending it through channel. It is able to predict speech quality
with high correlation to subjectively perceived quality in terms of MOS (mean
opinion score) in a wide range of conditions, which includes coding distortions,
errors, noise, filtering, delay, and variable delay [51]. PESQ is accepted as the
industry standard for end-to-end speech quality measurements and is necessarily
used to measure speech quality.

Modalities are as significant as the method. Key Performance Indicators provide a
standardized way to evaluate and benchmark the performance of mobile cellular
networks. As determined method and benchmarking way, the next process will be
evaluation of analysis. One method for analysis is statistical inference by probability
density function. Another is comparing the findings with determined threshold value.
In the following section, analysis methods are discussed and a ranking comparison is
presented.

4.4.1 Speech Quality Benchmarking

There are several statistical methods for quality benchmarking. In this thesis, three
techniques are used. First by PDF/CDF, histograms are obtained for each operator
and according to these histograms comparisions are made. Secondly, contingency
tables are obtained and using chi square distribution, hypotheses tests are drived to
compare operators‘ performance. Lastly, hypotheses tests are repeated using Fisher
Test which is a reliable method if the sample sizes are small.

Through the drive test route electronic maps are divided into bins of desired size. The
minimal geographic unit of electronic map is called as ―bin‖ which typical size is
20m x 20m, 5Om x 50m or 400m x 400m. A MOS value is given to all voice quality
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samples from each bin. Then an average MOS value is calculated for each bin.
Therefore the probabability is calculated according to MOS values of each operator.

A threshold value (λ) is defined as an alternative for analysis to compare rankings. λ
indicates the minimum PESQ value that is still an acceptable speech quality. After
standardizing the outcome, it is compared with λ. If a random variable Z is 0, speech
quality is less than threshold. Else if Z is 1, speech quality is greater or equal to
threshold. Assuming uncorrelated samples, the following ratio can be interpreted as
the probability to get at least acceptable speech quality;

No.ofsampleswithPESQ λ
No.ofSamples

k
N

(2)

The probability p itself is equal to the ML-estimator (Maximum likehood estimator)6
of a binomial distribution:

P

k/ ,

k

pk (1

)

k

(3)

Where, Z is a random variable counting the number of samples k that show a PESQ
value above threshold value, and N is the total number of measured and evaluated
samples within all conducted calls [1].

4.4.1.1 Ranking based on Probability Density Function (PDF)/Cumulative
Distribution Function (CDF)
In probability theory, a probability density function of a continuous random variable
is a function that describes the relative likelihood for this random variable to occur at
a given point in the observation space. The probability of a random variable falling
within a given set is given by the integral of its density over the set. The term
―probability distribution‖ and ―frequency function‖ have also been used to denote the
probability density function. For continuous random variables, there are an infinite

6

Maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) is a popular statistical method used for fitting a statistical
model to data, and providing estimates for the model's parameters.
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number of values in the sample space. PDF/CDF describes the probability that a
variable takes on a value less than or equal to a given limit.

In practice, each measurement tool will only allow a limited precision leading to
discrete measurements with a large number of possible outcomes. However, data
from measurement systems with reasonable precision are treated as being
continuous. Since time-interval measurements based on appropriate quantitative
variables take an infinitely large number of possible values, PDF/CDF is the most
appropriate method. Variables that assume values corresponding to any of the points
in intervals varies from 0.5 to 4.5.

Below Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.11, show the PDF histogram and CDF distribution of
the operators, according to MOS values based on the drive test results.

Operator A

Operator B

Operator C
Figure 4.10 PDF histogram of 3 operators.
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As seen from the graphs in figure 4.10, voice quality results of Operator B show a
better distribution mostly between 3.5 and 4.0 compared to Operator A and Operator
C, and also it reaches maximum MOS value.

A

C
B

Figure 4.11 CDF histogram of 3 operators.
(Where Blue Line denotes Opr A, Green Line does Opr B and Red Line does Opr C)

MOS value graphics curve along with Cumulative Distribution show a better success
for the Operator B.

4.4.1.2 Ranking of Binomial Quantities
Chi-square Distribution: Data that have only two outcomes and are nominal, are
binomial data. Comparisons of such data are easily achieved with non-parametric
tests or Chi-square. Chi-square Distribution is one of the most widely used
probability distributions in inferential statistics, e.g. in hypothesis testing, or in
construction of confidence intervals. The chi-square distribution is the distribution of
a sum of the squares of k independent standard normal random variables.
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In many problems, it is not assumed that the available observations come from a
particular parametric family of distributions. The chi-square test is widely used in
these cases where no special assumptions are made about the form of the
distribution. An example is the chi-square test for independence in an RxC
contingency table. The main concern is to investigate the possibility whether two
independent random samples actually come from the same distribution. The only
assumption is that both distributions from which the samples are taken are
continuous.

In this research samples from three different operators are selected at random. Study
focuses on assessing paired observations (number of good speech samples/number of
samples) and reports the results in a 2x2 contingency table that are independent of
each other. Three different contingency tables are constructed since the tests are
performed two by two. That is, Operator A is compared with Operator B and
Operator C separately and Operator B is compared with Operator C.

Table 0.1 Contingency table for Operator A and Operator B
Operator
Good samples Total
(k)
samples (N)
Operator A
7955
8984
Operator B
8892
9653
Table 0.2 Contingency table for Operator A and Operator C
Operator
Good samples Total
(k)
samples (N)
Operator A
7955
8984
Operator C
8247
9430
Table 0.3 Contingency table for Operator B and Operator C
Operator
Good samples Total
(k)
samples (N)
Operator B
8892
9653
Operator C
8247
9430
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On the basis of these contingency tables, the following hypotheses are to be tested:
H01 : The performance of Operator A does not differ significantly and is not
independent of Operator B.

Ha1 : The performance of Operator A differs significantly and is independent of
Operator B.

H02 : The performance of Operator A does not differ significantly and is not
independent of Operator C.

Ha2 : The performance of Operator A differs significantly and is independent of
Operator C.

H03 : The performance of Operator B does not differ significantly and is not
independent of Operator C.

Ha3 : The performance of Operator B differs significantly and is independent of
Operator C.
Thus, for each test

2

=

2

tests are applied and the

2

test statistic results in:

(NA + NB)(kB * NA - kA * NB)
= 68.3
NA * NB (kA kB) * (NA NA - kA - kB)

2

=

(NA + NC)(kC * NA - kA * NC)
= 0.0021
NA * NC (kA kC) * (NA NC - kA - kC)

2

=

(NB + NC)(kC * NB - kB * NC)
= 113.29
NB * NC (kB kC) * (NB NC - kB - kC)

Where N denotes total sample number and k denotes good sample number. For
instance, following contingency table between Operator A and B, NA stands for total
sample size for Operator A (8984) and kA stands for good sample size (7955).

Since the contingency tables contain 2x2=4 cells, the test statistics converge to (21)(2-1)=1 degree of freedom. Therefore, the test statistics calculated above are
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compared with

2

distribution with 1 degree of freedom at 0,05 significance level,

which is 3.841.

According to test results, H01 and H03 are rejected, whereas H02 is accepted. Thus, it
is concluded that the performance of Operator B is independent of that of both
Operator A and Operator C. On the other hand, the performances of Operator A and
Operator C are not significantly independent of each other.

Fisher Test:

2

test is a reliable test in this research since the number of observations

exceeds 5 in the above contingency tables. However, if the sample sizes are small,
Fisher's exact test is a statistical significance test used in the analysis of contingency
tables. It is named after its inventor, R. A. Fisher (1922). Because the significance of
the deviation from a null hypothesis can be calculated exactly, Fisher test is one of
exact tests. Unlike many statistical tests, it does not rely on an approximation that
becomes exact in the limit as the sample size grows to infinity [1,50,53].
The hypotheses tests are repeated using Fisher‘s exact test. According to Fisher, the
probability of obtaining any set of values in a contingency table is given by:

NA NB
)(
)
P1 = kA kB =0.52
NA NB
(
)
kA kB
NA NC
(
)(
)
P2= kA kC =0.5
NA NC
(
)
kA kC
NB NC
(
)(
)
P3 = kB kC =1
NB NC
(
)
kB kC
(

Where N denotes total sample number and k denotes good sample number. For
instance, having reminded contingency table between Operator A and B, NA stands
for total sample size for Operator A (8984) and kA stands for good sample size
(7955).
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The calculated probabilities for the contingency tables above are p1= 0.52, p2= 0.5,
p3= 1 respectively. Since p1, p2, p3 is not less than 0.05 (significance level) Ho1, Ho2
and Ho3 are not rejected. Thus, it is concluded that the performance of Operator A,
Operator B and Operator C are independent.
Two operators are compared with χ² test; if the performance differs significantly,
they gain one point, otherwise they don‘t. For example, performances Operator A
and Operator B are compared. Since Ho1 is rejected according to chi-square, both
gain ―1‖ points. On the other hand, in case Operator A and C are compared that the
performance of Operator A does not differ significantly and is not independent of
Operator C. The latter example contends that both gain ―0‖ points.

Figure 4.12 Pairwise ranking with χ²
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS
In this thesis, benchmarking of network operators is discussed. It is given in details
what contains circuit switched and packet switched part of the indicators used to
determine network performance, as well as their relationship with the QoS. KPI
values are calculated from drive tests. Drive test method, the choice of routes and
work orders made according to aims of measurements all are described. Then the
values are obtained at the stated dates from live networks of 3 operators. The
mathematical approach is explained by means of these KPI values. In order to
compare different operators,

a single number derived from the mathematical

approach for each operators is used. This made benchmarking of operators easier.

On the other hand, for comparing quality of voice, a different benchmarking method
which is the most important network performance indicator is described by using
samples obtained by live networks of each operator through a designated route of the
drive tests. Then, a MOS value is obtained by averaging all these MOS values in the
bin. Speech quality benchmarking is done according to these MOS values obtained
separately for each operator. The statistical methods PDF/CDF, Chi square and
Fisher exact tests are also used for pairwise comparison of operators.

The proposed method in this thesis brings a new approach to benchmarking, and is
done the first time in Turkey. While each KPI value is obtained by some tests,
however in this work each obtained KPI value is transformed into another value
using mathematical expressions and then all the values are added and for each
network this single value is used for benchmarking.

In the analysis described above, 5 KPI value for voice part and 6 KPI value for data
part, which are taken for 3 operators and which are designated as most important by
customers, were transformed to a single value by means of mathematical formula
proposed, and as a result comparisons are simply made with a single value where
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performances of three operators are very close. In comparisons made for GSM
networks; it was found that while Operator B has the best performance among three
operators. Operator A has a good performance, considered to be among the three. In
UMTS network assessment; Operator A has the best performance. Operator C ranked
second after Operator A had displayed a successful performance. As it is seen; while
Operator B was the best operator in GSM comparison, it had displayed
underperformance in the UMTS comparison.

In addition to comparisons of the operators, when GSM and UMTS technologies are
also compared. It is determined that the speech quality and signal level of UMTS
network is much better than GSM network by means of values taken from site.

In speech quality comparisons; a different method was used, that is, comparison was
made by means of statistical analyses. It is a different approach to speech quality that
is one of the most important KPI. We can determine whether the operators shows
different performances according to sample distributions and whether the operators
are independent from each other thanks to this method.
Herein, as a result of binary comparison made according to χ² method that is
commonly used; it is determined that the performance of Operator B is independent
from Operator A and Operator C. The performances of Operator A and Operator C
are not different from each other.

As a result of binary comparison made according to Fisher exact test that is usedas
the second statistical method; it is observed that the performances of Operator A,
Operator B and Operator C are different. Also in PDF and CDF histograms, it was
formed that according to samples of operators. It is observed that Operator B had
displayed best performances with best distribution.
A comparison can be made according to ―Call‖ by means of these methods.
Comparison could not be made owing to the fact that beginning and finish points of
―Calls‖ could not be determined because of that drive test data used in this thesis
were taken according to binning based on area. However, it is possible to be made
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comparison according to ―Calls‖ in the future by means of designating total call
PESQ of operators.

Further, it is possible to be made binary comparisons for performances of operators
by using other statistical methods.

Despite of making comparison especially according to speech quality samples in this
thesis; comparisons for other parameters such as FER, BER would be possible by
means of these approaches.
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